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Introduction
Tailored universal Feedstock for Forming (TuFF) is a highly aligned discontinuous fiber composite (ADFC). TuFF has similar directional properties as continuous fiber composites, while being more formable. This formability is of particular interest. To create a model for forming TuFF, the material response needs to be understood.

Previous work has focused on the viscous response of the material for loading under constant processing conditions (T, ϵ). This established a power law trend for viscosity (η) consistent with shear thinning polymers.

Method
Framework
Polymer melts are characterized as a viscoelastic fluid. For this work, the thermoplastic matrix ADFC is modeled as a Maxwell fluid. The model captures the time-dependent transition from elastic to viscous deformation as a spring and dashpot in series.

The model can be solved for loading under constant strain rate or stress relaxation at zero strain rate. Both test methods can be implemented to determine material properties.

Materials and Testing
Single ply TuFF samples were prepared with a PEI matrix and 3 mm IM7 fibers at 57% fiber volume fraction for extensional testing in the fiber direction.

An Instron load frame with environmental chamber were used to test samples at temperatures between 250°C – 350°C and strain rates between 1e-4 and 1e-1 s⁻¹.

Results
Like the viscosity data relaxation time followed a power law with strain rate.

The relationship between η and λ follows a power law behavior.

Modulus was near constant at a value of 56 GPa.

Conclusions and Future Work
These results indicate trends for relaxation time and modulus, which can be used to help guide future modeling. Specifically, the power law for λ versus η is a direct result. A caveat is that these results are for transient loading conditions. More work needs to be done to understand the strain softening and stress relaxation behavior.

Future work will correlate these results to the microstructure to gain insight into how the microstructure changes during deformation.